
High stiffness and weld line strength Thinner (and lighter) frame walls

Good thermal management  Excellent durability

Low warpage  Stylish look

An audiojack connector that
makes a real connection

A greener audiojack connector that is proven to perform better for longer: 
Could this fill an important gap in your smart phone design?

At DSM, our materials and integrated design expertise for the electronics industry 
enable you to make magic with plastic by making traditional challenges disappear: 
For example, by enabling connectors that are strong, sturdy and continue to perform 
with repeated insertion and extraction way over and beyond the product warranty.

Performance materials like our Stanyl® and ForTii® high-temperature polyamides 
also address another critical consumer trend: The need for audiojack connectors 
with a stylish look. 

Make magic with plastic

Working with the industry for 
a greener future
“Designing the future: As the demand 
for greener electronics grows companies 
should prove their ability to innovate, 
building on their progress so far and going 
beyond what we think is possible now” 

Greenpeace Green Gadget report

Our sustainable materials deliver what you need…
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Delivering mechanical performance
Stanyl and ForTii show consistently excellent tensile strength and 
stiffness, which makes them ideal for audio jack connectors.

Cost reduction with higher flow
ForTii delivers best-in-class mechanical strength at the highest total 
cost reduction, while offering excellent processability and flow, blister 
performance and colorability.

Delivering strength
We conduct our own testing and research to determine the strength of audiojacks made from ForTii. Our insertion/extraction test, for example, aims to 
ensure that the component meets the IEC 60603 directive of a minimum 5,000 cycles of insertion/extraction without malfunction. However, we go way 
beyond this. Due to its outstanding mechanical strength, Stanyl and ForTii outperform competitive materials for jacks by up to four times - enabling 
20.000-plus insertion/extraction cycles. 

The sideways pull-out test is another important trial we conduct to establish how the jack deals with being continually subjected to low level stresses 
from everyday usage over a long period, which gradually wearing down the attachment points on the circuit board. 

Again, Stanyl and ForTii come out as best-in-class cyclic stress testing, with the highest performance in sideway pull-out. 

The design challenge
The ideal audiojack connector must have the strength to cope with multiple insertions, extractions and general wear and tear; and it needs to deliver 
this over (and beyond) the life of the warranty - guaranteeing consumer satisfaction in a quality product. 

Halogen-free is the industry standard. Next the components need to be small, versatile and durable - and manufactured at speed with a processes 
that use less energy and materials. To make this particular type of magic happen, you need a material that delivers outstanding mechanical strength, 
with good processing (high flow) qualities: Stanyl or ForTii…

Making magic together

Innovative materials are only part of the 
picture. We also know how to apply them, 
working hand-in-hand with the world’s leading 
brands, OEMs and EMS providers in detailed 
application design and development. 

Our material science centers include not only a 
team of people who know electronic products 
(and how they are manufactured) inside out. It 
supports them with technology and equipment 
that delivers major efficiencies for our 

customers. For example we can simulate how 
heat is spread across a connector; and we 
perform a battery of tests for the manufacturer 
covering insertion/extraction, blockage, 
sideways pull-out, and electrical continuity. 

This extends way beyond connectors to 
antennae, cables, frames and other electronics 
applications. No matter what the product, we 
continue to work with the industry to use the 
right material in the right way. 

So is now the right time for you to
Make Magic with plastics?
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DSM materials are approved by the main global component suppliers.


